An amendment to the bylaws of the Rotary club of Ann Arbor North that will create an additional membership class called “corporate member”

1. For purpose of this amendment “corporate” is defined as any business, non-profit organization, or government agency
2. Any member of the Rotary club of Ann Arbor North who is in good standing can request the designation “corporate member”. If granted by the board the corporate member may name up to two employees of his corporation as “Corporate Rotary Associates”.
3. A “Corporate Rotary Associate” may attend all R.C.A.A.N. meetings and club functions and will be treated by the club as any other R.C.A.A.N. member and encouraged to participate in all club events

Exceptions:

1. They cannot hold an elected office in the club
2. They may not wear a rotary pin
3. Their rotary badge must say “associate” member
4. They must purchase their meals at meetings the same as a guest/visiting Rotarian